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THE INVASION..

(CHARLES F. ~WILCOX.)

U C.A.T.A.N is a land of romantic
beauty,
Those who have
turned the pages of Stephen's book
of the name, will have caught a fancy
of the pleasures which delight the
antiquary's eye in that land of ancient
civilization; but such im pression is
scarcely more than a "first blush" of
the satisfaction which the avaricious
lover of ruined palaces and decaying
legends there encounters.
Some half-dozen years since, lea ving the dreary haze of Indian Summer in the North, a small party set
forth to discover some spot where the
hail of the corning 'winter should be
transformed into softest rains, and
the snows into carpets of grasses. As
the bow of the yawl in which they
made a landing grazed on the pebbled beach of Ascension Bay, it
seemed that smoother sea, or deeper
sky, or more luxuriant forest or

Y

foliage. never greeted the anxious
eye of discoverer of old.
Directly against. the landing-place,
in the northern arm of the bay, and
less than a league away, a bold range
of mountains arose, scarred and torn
into deep gulches and sharp peaks by
the ploughs of volcanic force, their
hard look subdued by a veil of mahogany and cedar forests and their
rank undergrowth.
Here, in an old pile which was in
a ' state of tolerable preservation, a
wing of what was perhaps once another "palace of the Ceesars,' the
party set up their establishment.
Quaint, weird, old yet ever new, 'was
the atm osphere in which they passed
the winter. The natives of the land
spoke an indifferent sort of Spanish;
but, in time, communication with
them became moderately easy; and
the labor of learning the dialect was
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burning fiercely like his heart, demoniac with glee that the foreign
,spoiler of his hopes was to die cruelly
as they had perished, he ran out on
the roof, and leaned over against the
last of the urns. He saw Atlan sIo\vJy corning over the ledge.
With
v:hat fiendish cunning was his plan
prepared! He stood motionless 'as
a .bird of evil, outstretched in a sweltering sky, waiting until success should
be within an arm's length of the
walker. Then he sent forth a shout
of alarm, like an infernal blast. He
saw the king clutch the frail weeds in
the wall's crevices for vain support;
. saw him, his nerves relaxed from
their' strain by the sudden alarm, topple like a mighty cedar on the edge
of an eating torrent; saw him, at last,
his every sinew stiffened with the
strength of despair, by effort superhuman gain the edge of the ledge
and the roof; and then felt hl1nseif
seized and launched by those iron
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arms into space ! Fearfully falling
and struggling through the air, he
struck the ground with heavy thud,
and died disowned upon the bosom
of his mother earth.
"Dead upon the roof, from no
man's hand; struck by the merciful
breath of the Great Spirit '; young
.
Atlan lay! " - - 'I'he old narrator invariably broke
down at the catastrophe of his story.
When he could resume, he would
add, that, with their king, died forever, the spirit of the race; that the
invading hosts, being a stern and
poorly cultured people, suffered the
fields to be overgrown by wild and
headstrong- plants, and the beauties
of color and architecture to fade and
drop into the dust; and that, consequently, for the many generations
'which have since followed, the greatness of that nation has existed only
in the few relics of its masonry, and
the memory of its descendants.

a

'IThe Faithless Trustee.

THE FAITHLESS TRUSTEE

Fro111 Lafontaine.

( BY A

BIRD

OF

PEACE.)

NeE on a time a man of trade,
. In Persia, with his neighbor made
Deposit, as he left the State,
Of iron-say a hundred-weight.

O

Returned, said he, "l\1y iron, neighbor!"
" Your iron ?-You have lost your labor;
I grieve to say it, 'pori my soul;
A rat has eaten up the whole.

My men were sharply scolded at,
And yet a hole, in spite of that,
Was left, as one is wont to be,
In every barn or granary,
By which crept in that rascal rat."

Admiring much the novel thief,
The man affected full belief.
Ere long his faithless neighbor's child
He stole away,-a merry lad,}
And then to supper bade the Dad,
Who mourned his loss in accents sad:" It was but yesterday I had
A boy as fine as ever smiled,
An only son, as dear as life,
The darling of myself and wife;
Alas, \ve have him now no more!
And every joy with us is o'er."

2°5 .
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Replied the merchant, 4' Yesternight,
By evening's faint and dusky ray,
I saw a monstrous OZDl alight,
And bear your darling son away
To yonder tottering ruin gray."

"Can I believe you, when you say
.An Owl bore off so large a prey?
H O\V could it be ? " the father cried;
" The thing is surely quite absurd;
My son with ease had killed the bird."

C'The how of .it,' the man replied,
" Is not my province to decide;
I know I saw your son arise,
Borne through the air before my eyes.
Why should it seem a strange affair,
Moreover-in a country where
A single rat contrives to eat
A huudred pounds of iron meatThat OwIs should be of strength to lift ye
A boo by boy that weighs but fifty? "

The other plainly saw the trick,
Returned the iron very quick,
And got, with mingled shame and joy,
Possession of his kidnapped boy.

(Feb
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THE ADVENTURES OF A

Strong-minded Kitten.

STRONG-l\tlIl~DED

2°7

I{rr1'EN;

A STORY OF CALIFORNIAN LIFE.

(BY

CHAPTER

J.

P. ROWE.)

XVII.-lUlry .llfahes her Debtli in Publzc.

(

A

RRIVED at San Francisco, Yellow John hastened to China

Town, 'where . he refreshed his cat
with meat and milk, .carefully concealing its accomplishments from his
brethren, lest they should steal it.
He then carried it to the owner of
a wild beast show, with whom he
hoped to make a good bargain.
On being introduced into this gentleman's presence, he found him atternpting to give a dose of medicine
to a sick monkey.
The man, without his coat, and
with his dirty-white shirt-sleeves rolled up above his elbows, was beckonirig to the monkey, who sat upon a
high perch in the cage, making faces
at him.
One of the man's hands was bare,
and held some nuts invitingly towards
the monkey, while the other hand
was thickly gloved, and kept ready to
seize her as soon as she came within
reach.

The plan 'was judicious, for nuts
were things which she never could
.very long resist: so she soon began
to descend slowly towards the open
door of the cage, on . reaching which
she clutched the nuts, but at the same
time held on so tightly to the bars
that the showman found it impossible
to remove her.
She chattered and grinned horribly
at him, while he vainly tried to loosen
her hold; and finally she snatched off
his gold-rimmed spectacles, and
mounted 'with.them to the top of the
cage. There, putting them. on, she
proceeded to crack the nuts.
It did not matter to her that she
could not see out of the glasses; for,
like some other young monkeys whom
I have 111et 'with, she always shut her
eyes when she cracked a nut.
She now took no further notice of
her master, who continued to. make '
the most touching appeals to her better feelings, and to call her by the
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most endearing names. Only, when out of sorts.
he spoke a little louder than usual,
Then John put Puss through her
she would look at him over the spec- . tricks; and the , showman was fairly
delighted.
tacles, and make a face.
"How much do you want for -her?"
Then the man bethought himself
he cried.
of the imitative faculties of monkeys,
and called for a goblet of wine, which
"$100," said John.
he drank, while he held out the gobSo the showman paid him $50,
let of medicine to the monkey.
and John thought he had made a
Now the monkey had been taught good bargain. to drink wine, and dearly loved it ;
Puss was now installed as cat-inso she came down at once and drank 71.Jal'tz'ng to Miss Monkey, who, I am
off the liquid handed to her, before sorry to say, treated her most unkindlye
she was aware what it was ; after
which feat, she looked so truly ridiThe -monkey was an old resident
culous, spluttering out her indigna- of the show, and seemed privileged
tion at the deception, that her master to do whatever she liked.
Every
(as is the custom with all deceivers of afternoon she partook of tea and butfemales) laughed heartily at her tered toast before a multitude of peomisery.
pIe; and, seated in her chair, before
Then hearing his laugh echoed her tea-table, she looked a complete
parody on humanity. .
close by, he turned sharply round
and beheld John Chinaman, who
"Sure she's as much a Christian
forthwith, with many bows and ges- as any of us," said Pat O'Grady to his
ticulations, began to de scribe the
bride, whom be had brought to see
merits of his cat. The language of the show,
this heathen being, however, very
" Is it Protestant or Catholic she is,
im perfect, the showman was at a loss Pat? ,. inquired Biddy, anxiously.
to know what he, meant, till he saw
"Divil a bit of a Catholic is she, at
Puss looking out of one of his pockets.
all at all," replied Pat; "for just see
" What do you want me to do with
the faces she is making at his riverthat cat?" he asked, quite fiercely;
ence there, who is offering her the
for the monkey episode had put him candy! .,

CHAPTER

XVIII.-A "Dijjiculty" About a Female.

WHILE Miss Monkey sat in her
cage, and took her tea like a princess, Pussy was made to go through
her tricks outside, urged on by the
u ngentle persuasion of a stick.

Oh, how differently did these grotesque tricks appear to her, now that
she no longer performed them for
her own amusement!
Poor little
crooked-legged Puss ! How heavy

1 he Adventures of a Slropg-nz£nded Kzlten.
was her heart, while her body jum ped about lightly for the people's
amusement 1 So things go in this
world ; and even you, my 'you ng
readers, long before you are as old
as I am, will have found out that it is
not the merriest-hearted f~lks who
cause , the most laughter in the world.
Puss no longer roamed about at
"her own sweet will She was kept
locked up with the detestable monkey;
who, among other acts of tyranny,
made he ; eat the tea leaves when the
company had gone.
One afternoon, 'as Pussy was performing, she saw among the crowd a
tan, red-faced In an , with his hat on
the back of his head, and a lump of
to bacco in his cheek; and in a m ament, for reasons best known to herself, Pussy forgot her tricks, jumped
, up on his shoulder, and rubbed her
face against his, purring pleasantly all
the time,
In another moment, the red-faced
man had her in his .arms, and was
fondly stroking her fur!
"I'll trouble you for that cat!"
cried the indignant , keeper.
"Oh no, you wont l ,0' exclaimed
, Kitty's old friend, Farmer John; and
then turning to the cr owd he told
them how the cat had been stolen
from his little daughter: whereupon
the crowd at once sided with him,
and dared the keeper of the cage to
take her.
The keeper, finding himself in an
awkward position, thought that the
best thing he could do was to invite
the farmer to retire with him to the
Manager's office, there to settle the
dispute; and thither they accordingly
went.

2°9

The keeper. after introducing the
farmer, with Pussy in his arms, to the
manager, left them together ; and
then the farmer explained.
But the manager would not believe
him.
" It's my cat, I tell you," cried he
angrily.
" No 1 It's mine," shouted the farmer,
" It is not 1" cried the manager.
" It is 1" exclaimed the farmer.
The manager then attem pted to
seize the cat; but Fanner J ohn, quick
as lightning, pulled out his six-shooter
and fired.
The manager, \vith equal prom ptness did the same; and, whether intentionally or otherwise, both fell.
Now just behind the manager, a
trap door had been left open, which
communicated with a cellar wherein
were kept some of the appliances of
the show; and through this aperture
the unfortunate "boss" disappeared.
The farmer, who had only been
"playing possum" and was quite unhurt, now crept up cautiously on his
hands and knees, and peered into
the hole through w hich his enemy
had fallen, whom he soon discovered,
reposing on some stra\v at the bottom
of the cellar.
Just then, the door of the office
burst open, and in rushed the keeper,
who had heard the firing, and carne
to see w hat was going on.
Where is the boss, you villain!"
shouted he, shaking his fist at the
kneeling fanner.
"Come and see," answered the
latter; and then, as the keeper stooped to look into the hole, the farmer
jumped up unexpectedly, and giving
H
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hi m a sharp kick on that portion of
his body which happened to be In ost
prominent at the moment, sent him,
in a flying leap, to join his boss.

CHAPTER
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Then without waiting for anything
further, he and Kitty made the best
of their way to the street-car.

XIX.-The "Difficulty" Settled.

N ow in order to escape notice, the
farmer had placed Puss in one of his
back pockets: and when he entered
the car, so confused \V~S he that he
sat down upon her, which caused her.
to utter a most frightful yell.
'
Upon this the distracted farmer,
hardly knowing what he did, leaned
with all his might on her, trying to
.stifle her cries; but she, in her despai r, managing to get her claws
through his . clothes, caused him to
spring up with such an exclamation
of pain, that everybody in the car
laughed; whereupon he pulled her :
out of his pocket in a rage, and threw
her on the ground.
Seeing this, a kind lady who sat
opposite, picked her up, and found,
on examination, that the only straight
leg poo r Pussy had left, was broken!
Great was the sym pathy. evinced by
the little children in the car for the
poor cat; and the father of one of
them, a kindly-natured Ulan, in vited
i lfr Farmer to accompany him to his
house; "for," said he, "I am a doctor , and if yuu will bring Pussy with
you, I will mend her leg." So they
all went together to the doctor's
house; and there our Kitty had her
leg done up in splints.

Then the fann er returned to the
hotel, and placing Pussy gently on a
nice soft. pillow, gave her some milk
to drink; after which he went out
and bought a basket, wherein to carry
her home.
But-alas that I should have to
relate it I-she never reached home.
For, as Fanner John was tucking her
up. next morning, in that very identical basket, there came a knock at
the door, and without further ceremony, j}lr. Manager entered, acconlpanied by a very grave-looking lawy~r,
and a policeman.
The farmer, taking in the situation
at a glance, caught up the basket and .
rnade for the door; but the policeman seized him with one hand, and
his basket with the other, while the
lawyer drew out Pussy, who squealed
with all her might.
" Hard hearted villain !" cried the
lawyer, shaking his head solemnly at
the unhappy farmer; "not content
with stealing a poor cat, you have
also, to add to your crime, broken
her leg.
Policeman!
Arrest that
man, for assault, with intent to do
grievous bodily harm !"
And the policeman, going behind
the farmer, and throwing his arms
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about him, told him to "consider
himself within the arms of justice."
" But what will I do with him, yer
honor? " asked the policeman; "for
its making my arrums ache, and so it
is, to hould him be his elbows."
You see the farmer was trying to
shake off the policeman; and 'the
lawyer, overcome with the gravity of
the case, instead of helping him had
sunk down upon a chair, and covered his face with his handkerchief.
When he had somewhat recovered,
he removed the handkerchief, and
addressed the two claimants thus :-" This is an affair, gentlemen,
which had better be settled by arbitration; for, putting aside the scandal
the thing 'would cause, should it come
out in a court of justice, you must
both of you be a ware tha t this poor
broken-legged creature can be of no
use to either of you. For the sake of
peace, therefore, I will take the cat
myself, and will charge you no more
than twenty dollars each, for settling
the matter peacefully. JUr. it1anager, you can pay me, off hand; but

}.~tton<.£[-nlllzded
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if you, ]VIr. Farmer, have not the
money about you, I 'will take your
note for it, with interest at three per
cent. per month."
Now while he "vas speaking, Pussy
went off into ,a bad fit (caused by the
pain she was suffering) and stretched
herself out, splints and all, as if she"
wanted to be measured for her coffin
forthwith: so both Manager and Farmer, thinking there was an end of
her, gave her up ; and before they
well knew what they 'were doing, the
farmer had paid Mr. Lawyer $20 in
gold, and the latter had written him a
promissory note for the same amount.
Then the policeman walked off
majestically, carrying Puss with him
in the basket; and the , digni fl ~ d lawyer, after bowing in an 'equally gentlemanly manner 'to both disputants,
followed him.
Dpan this, the farmer and the manager, after scratching their heads and
looking angrily at each other, agreed
to do without lawyers, for the future,
and went off to seal the compact at
the hotel bar.

70 be conlznued.)
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TOBACCO.

(JULIEN BURLING, Mental Philosophy.)

"Sublime Tobacco! Which from East to West
Cheers the tars labor, and the . Turkman's rest."
BYRON.

(Continued from our last number.)

WILL now consider the chemical constituents of this wi dely
diffused narcotic, after which I shall
speak of its relation with the human
body.
The chemical analysis of this substance, which in some respects is one
of the most complex in existence, has
been made by Inany different chemists of modern times. The earliest
chemical investigation is that of Posselt and Reinmann, who found, in
1000 parts of tobacco
Nicotine
0.6
Nicotianine
o. I
Bitter Extractive
28.7
Resin
2.7
Albumen and Gluten 13. I
Gum
17.4
Malic Acid
}
Malates and Nitrates . 9·
Other Potassium Salts I. Z
Phosphate of Calcium 1.7
Woody fibre, water &c 924.8

I

Total

1000.0

According to later investigations,
the proportion of the poisonous alkaloid is much greater. It is found in
different sorts of tobacco from 2 to 8
per cent. ' The milder and better
varieties contain the smallest quantity of this principle of the tobacco.
This weed also contains a large
amount of inorganic constituents, the
dry leaf yielding as m uch as from I 8
to 23 per cent. of ash.
The active principles of the plant
reside in the Alcaloid Nicotine, Nicotia and Nicotianine,
Here we see
the principal products which are developed by the com bustion.
First is a volatile oil;
Second-A volatile alkali, which
exists in the natural leaf;
Third-An em pyreumatic oil.
(I) The Volatile OiL-When the
leaves are mixed with water, and distilled, a volatile oil comes out, and
floats on the surface of the water, It
has the well known odor of tobacco,
.and is bitter to the taste. It affects

7bbacco.
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the mouth and the throat in the sam e
It is a rare occurrence, hut yet it
way as tobacco smoke, When apoccasionally happens, that 'out of one
plied to the nose it induces a sneez- hundred pounds of tobacco, seven
ing; and when taken internally it pro- pounds of nicotine can be extracted.
duces giddiness, nausea and 'vomit- "Thus, in smoking one quarter of
ing. From these effects we see that an ounce of tobacco, a man may
it must be one of the active princi- draw into his mouth two grains of
ples of the tobacco, to which its one of the most deadly of known
effects are due. It is nevertheless a poisons." The boiling point is 4820,
remarkable fact that Lobacco contains and it is volatilized at a temperature
this oil in very minute quantities, as considerably below that 'which is neis shown by different analyses, from
cessary for the com bustion of the
'which it is clear that one pound of . tobacco. This poisonous substance
tobacco produces but two grains of is continually in the smoke of burnthis substance.
ing tobacco.
(2) The Volatile Alkali.-When
From the smoke of one hundred
tobacco-leaves are soaked in acidulapounds of slowly burning tobacco,
ted water, and then distilled with
lVT elsen extracted nearly three quarquicklime, there comes out an oily ters of a grain of nicotine; but the
colorless liquid, heavier than water.
per centage will vary with the form
To this the name of nicotine has been of the pipe, its material, its stem, the
given; from Jean Nicot, who, as we rapidity of corn bustion, and several
have seen, introduced the "weed'
minor circumstances, which more or
into France.
less impede the production of the
It has an acrid and burning taste,
alkaloid.
and possesses narcotic and poisonous
)3) Lastly we have to consider the
" properties in a very ' high degree; elTI pyreumatic oil which is developed
being scarcely less poisonous . than
during the combustion of the leaf.
prussic acid. Its vapor attacks the
This oil can be obtained in various
throat and lungs; and it is " lith the
different \vays, the easiest of which,
greatest difficulty that a person can
namely, the smoking of a pipe, is an
breathe in a room wherein a single every day occurrence. The smoke,
drop has evaporated,
being drawn through the stem of the
In the dried leaf the proportion of pipe, undergoes a diminution of ternthi s substance varies ·with the different perature, and the grosser particles are
kinds of tobacco, from 2 to 8 per cent. deposited.
The oil has an acid and disagreeMany experiments have been made
with the view of ascertaining the able taste and an unpleasant odor,
amount per cent. contained in differpossessing at the same time powerful
ent varieties of the plant, and some narcotic and poisonous properties.
of the results are as follows;One drop, applied to the tongue of a
Havannah and Maryland 2 1P cent. cat, produces instant convulsions;
Kentucky
6
and death follows in -a few minutes.
Virginia, nearly
7
It is related that the Hottentots kill
France, from
6 to 8
"

.
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snakes with this oil, by ·putting a drop
of it on the tongue .of the reptile. It
produces almost instant death in all
anirnals subjected to its action, the
effect being much the same as if they
were struck by an electric discharge.
I t contains at least t\VO substances.
If it is washed in vinegar it "loses its
poisonous properties: it contains,
therefore a poisonous alkaline substance, with 'which the acetic acid in
the vinegar com bines, removing together therewith a harmless oil.
The chemical constitution of this
substance is as yet undetermined by .
science.
It is plain, .then , from what has
been said, that these three ingredients
must combine, in variable proportions in the tobacco, in order to give
it those remarkable effects which are
experienced in smoking.
I have already made mention of
the causes which modify the production of the alkaloid. The form of
the pipe and the rapidity of the cornbustion, were, it 'will be remem bered,
two of those causes which in a measure impede the introduction into the
system of the substances which are '
most injurious to it. In many cases,
indeed, they hinder it from performing its functions; as will be seen when
we discuss the physiological effects
which are produced by the use of
tobacco.
The Turks have a pipe which is
the most healthy, if so it can be said.
It consists of a pipe, the bowl of
which is so formed as to allow the ·
tobacco to burn slowly; and the
smoke, before it enters the mouth, is
made to bubble·through water, which
catches and holds the oils, etc., send-
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ing the smoke cool and sweet to the
smoker.
The Germans have a pipe in
which there is a receptacle to catch
the grosser portions of the products
of the com bustion, and it is on this
account that it is more healthy than
the common short-stemmed pipes,
which, when smoked, send the whole
of the products of the combustion
into the mouth, and there deposit
them.
With the cigar, and the everlasting
cigarette, so popular with all boys,
it is the same.
Hence we see that the last mentioned im plements are the most hurtful to
man. Still more so if the smoke is
inhaled. For then, not only is the
poison taken into the mouth, but
also into the lung s, and there deposited.
Therefore we might as a natural
con sequence attribute three-fourths
of all the affections of lung s at the
pre sent day, to the im moderate use
of tobacco.
To get the good of thetobacco the '
saliva should be retained; and if retained, it introduces into the nervous
system, the fullest effects of all these
three narcotic principles. It is on
this .account that those \vho ha ve
been used to smoking strong cigars
find a pipe so tame.
The chewer does not, so far as we
can see, experience the effects of the
em pyreumatic oil, which is developed
only during the burning of the leaf. .
The only substances which can act on
him are the natural oil and the nicotine.
These, from the ~ quantity
which is absorbed by the pores, or
which he inadvertantly swallows, gradually impair his appetite, and weak-

An Old Bachelor's Valentine.
en his po\ver of digestion; thus producing an aggravated form of the
disease called dyspepsia.
These remarks apply " also to the
snuff taker; although his manner of

21
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using the weed is milder than either
of those before mentioned, as will be
n1ade more evident when we shall
describe the modern mode of preparing snuff. Of this hereafter.

AN OLD BACHELOR'S VALENTINE.

(PROFESSOR "H. DANCE.)

N former days
I used to praise
Blue eyes and golden hair, boys:
Eyes, black or blue,
I now pooh-pooh;
Give me my pipe and chair, boys

I

Adversity
"H as chastened me
\V ith many a lusty 'stripe, boys:
'Twas woman still
That worked me ill,
And not my chair or pipe, boys.

In days less wise
Eve's treach'rous eyes
Brought"Adam to destruction:
Alas poor lad!
No chair he had;
Nor yet a pipe whose suction

1
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Might soothe his care
Till, puffing there,
He'd feel more .independeut :
So in that suit
About the fruit
He made a poor defendant.
On his mishap
Let each poor chap
That springs from Adam, ponder;
Nor from the state
Of celibate
Be fool enough to -wander.
And yet-(no chaff!)I own I'm half
In love myself-wl~h tzoins, boys!Iwo Valentines
My heart com bines:Nay, let him laugh th~t wins, boys !

I want no wife
To plague my life:
(Foul fall the fickle fair, boys!)
Two Valentines
My heart combines;- .
11& Pz'pe and Ea-fY Chaz'r, boys,
, Mid clouds of smoke
That, sure, would choke
A woman, 'were she there, boys,
I-free from sighsPhilosophize,
And bless my pipe and chair, boys
I scorn ye, then,
vain vvond3n,
More poisonous than hen-bane!
. Begone; for I
Your wits defy,
And brand ye all as men-bane.

o

e

Highzot1:y Robbers.

HIGHW~t\.Y

(LANGSTON

T

C.

7

ROBBERS.

WINSTON,

H OSE who obtain money or
other valuables, from persons on the highway, either by putting them in fear or by offering violence to them, for the particular reason of abstracting something of value,
are highzoay robbers.
There is this difference between
robbery and larceny: a robbery is
committed when a person is obliged
to yield something of value through
fear or violence; but a larceny is
committed when the abstractor comes
unawares, and performs his nefarious
operation without the knowledge of
the owner,
Petty larceny is considered a
minor offence; then comes g rand
larceny; finally robbery itself, which
is punished with far more rigor than
either of the minor crimes,
Some years ago the greater part of
Europe was in so insecure a state
that it was scarcely penetrable by
travellerrs on account of the immense
nurnber of robbers who infested the
thoroughfares, and relieved the passers-by of their 1110ney, and oftentimes
even of life itself.
Who has not dwelt with horror
upon the thrilling adventures of
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" Claude Duval," " Sixteen String
Jack," "Dick Turpin," and last but
not least, "Joaquin Murieta," the
California brigand? These are men
who have carved their names deeply
on the great rock of ages; but alas !
they have chosen rather to carve with
the common cutlass, and on the inferior side of the massy monument;
and hence their memories will excite
mixed emotions partly of fear, and
partly of disgust. N or can any true
man say that they deserve praise even .
for their most daring .exploits, or for
the occasional good which they did
to the poor.
The life of a highwayman is always
in jeopardy, and he has no knowledge
when or where he will die. And yet
there seems to be a hidden veil of
religious feeling still left in his mind;
and he often wishes that his life had
been always pure and holy-even as
the infant, or the monk's-but alas I
w hen a man so sins against both God
and his neighbor, even our human
nature revolts at the mention of his .
name; and certainly the angels in
heaven can never cherish it. Of this
he is fully conscious, and his life becomes apparently worthless, to himself
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and to everyone else, 'whether in this
world or in the next.
" Halt 1
Your money or your
life! "
Let us contemplate this command,
given in the usual sepulchral ton.e,
and let us try to paint for ourselves,
mentally, the ~xtremes to which men
must be driven, before they can give
utterance to such an order.
Our money is dear to us, since, in
order to obtain it, Vile have been compelled to go throug h In uch toil, and
receive slowly the pay therefor: and
when we have amassed enough to
begin traversing the continents of Europe or America, and have just started upon our travels, then, at one
such command, all must necessarily
be handed-with a sickly smile-to
the daring robber, who suddenly presents a pistol at our temple or a sword
at our throat, so that, if we fail to
comply with his demand, he rnay
quickly deprive us of our existence.
which is certainly worth more , to ourselves, than thrice the money.
Alas that men should be so lost to
their own higher nature, so degraded
from the lofty purpose of their creation, as to become inmates of the
horrible hovels to which this foul
throng resorts, and sworn mem bel's
of such a fearful society-a lot of
vagabonds, ruffians, thieves, murderers and villains of the blackest dye!
God having placed us on this most
beautiful earth, for His own honor
and glory, ordered us to "do unto
others as we would have others do
unto us." But, most assuredly \ve
should not rob anyone, and wish him
to ro b us in return. Nature herself
forbids such proceedings. And vye
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cannot, with consistency, violate the
laws of God and Nature.
The most terrible oaths bind these
base mern bel's together in one body;
and the initiative exercises are as
fearful as any of the subsequent
sufferings which await the highwayman.
The Captain of a band of highwaymen has the .po\ver of life or death
over every lnem bel' of his band; and
often, finding that some little act of
kindness has been extended to some
unfortunate victim, he compels the
compassionate highwayman who has
performed it, to suffer in the same
\vay as the poor victim whom he has
aided.
But though such captains as this are
not infrequent, yet there have been
luany who, notwithstanding that they
were outlawed and driven from the
haunts of men, \Vel~e of a finer nature
than ill ost others.
Look , for in stance, atthe Thracian
robber who was taken by Alexander
the Great. He boldly accused that
mighty irnonarch of being a robber
also ; and after he had argued the
point, Alexander could not but acknowledge the cogency of the man's
reasoning.
This king had su l~jected many
countries to his sway ; every nation,
indeed, with which he had c0111e in
can tact, had bowed before, hi III ; and
yet he acknowledged the justice of
the Thracian's words.
This Thracian robber demanded,
it is true, large sums of money ' and
other valuables from the rich: but
then he bestowed ill uch of his gains
on the poor; while the Great Alexander retained all for himself.
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Once) while the notorious highwayman J oaquin ~1 urieta was waiting
alone for some travellers beneath the
shade of the tall pines of the Sierra
Madre, he beheld a lone wagon approaching, and prepared to do to
these poor travellers as he had done
to many such before, viz., kill the
men and appropriate the property to
his own use ; but just as he was
about to fire upon them, one of the
yoked span of oxen, which drew the
wagon began to reel from fatigue,
and soon fell dead on the dry road.
Then the highwayman, brave, but
using his bravery in a bad cause, felt
a strange sensation pass over his
frame: he paused, looked for a while
at the occupants of the wagon , as they
hastened to the dead ·ox, and then
struck his horse on the flank, with
such force that he bounded off like
an arrow, and soon stood by the side
of the frightened strangers. Some
few words of greeting passed between
them; and when all of the travellers
thought that they would be robbed,
Joaq uin offered them the use of his
horse, to assist them to the nearest
station, and told them where they
could find him in case of further help
being needed.
Again, one of Engl.ind' s greatest
high\vayn1en, once stopped the coach
of Lorn C-- and demanded of the
inmates their gold and diamonds; yet
. when he looked closer he saw that in
the coach sat only Lady Belle, the
youngest daughter of the Earl, .very
111ueh frightened; and, both the
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coachman and footman having deserted their young mistress, he quietly
mounted the box himself, and drove
on to the castle of the lady's father,
without offering her further molestation.
Seven years after, this brave man
suffered death on the gallows at
"Tyburn Tree," having been condemned by that very Lord C--,
whose daughter he had returned in
safety in former years, and whom
circumstances had now made his
judge.
Once, while Julius Ca-sar was travelling through Europe towards Asia,
in his flight from the wrath of Sylla,
he was taken by some highwaymen,
and kept for thirty-seven days, until
ransom could be raised among his
friends; after which time he was liberated. He then pursued the banditti with a strong body of men.
Having overtaken and captured them,
he caused them all to be crucified.
Here is a short exam pIe of a large
nun) ber of rrlen who had become
robbers, and who cared for nothing
in life.
Dangers, indeed, ever engulf the
highwayman, who either forfeits his
life on the scaffold or dies miserably
on the road, with a bullet-hole
through him, entirely through his
own folly.
Thank God \ve are now unmolested by any of these notorious robbers.
We do not desire their "patronage,"
and can dispense with their COl11 pany
most \villingly-at present.
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A TRIBUTE OF VENERA'TION
TO

C H R 1ST 0 P H :E ReO L U M BUS.
JAMES T. WALSH, (2d Rhetoric.)

T has always been a custom with
America has not been backward
enlightened people, to honor backward i this; for we have several
puhlic benefactors with some apmonuments commemorating our napropriate emblem of gratitude, and tion's glory, besides numerous statues
erect some lasting monument, by erected to the men10ry of our great
which their names and actions may
men.
be transmitted to posterity.
But for one, who is second to
Even among the less civilized nanone in his good service to America,
tions this custom has more or less pre- 'we have done comparatively little.
vailed; as we are enabled at the pre- While we have honored those that
sent time to prove by the history of have enabled us to preserve our counthese countries, which ,may frequently try, the one that first brought it withbe traced through the rude carvings in the reach of civilized man has passupon monuments and walls, which ed away almost forgotten.
are constantly being brought to light.
Monuments have been raised to
The walls of most of the ancient men who have acquired little land at
cities were covered with these carvthe expense of many lives. Columbus
ings; and each city had its own speconquered a continent without shedcial monuments, built either in honor ding a drop of blood. What a vast
of the gods, or in order to comme- difference !
How immeasurably
morate the exploits of brave generals does the hum ble voyager, excel the
and worthy chiefs .
proud vanquisher of arrnies! If the
In Rome, immense sums of money
latter is worthy of the great honors
were laid out, to erect statues and pilhe ,receives, then it can hardly be
lars, porticos and trium phal arches in
within the reach of man, to pay suffihonor of great conquerors, or in
cient honor to the former.
praise of heroic patriots, or public
To use the words of an old writer,
benefactors.
"had he lived in the days of ancient
Most modern nations have also Greece or Rome, he would have had
observed this custom; and even at statues raised and tem ples dedicated
the present time most cities are to him as to a divinity."
adorned by some monument to mark
Seeing, then, in what high estimathe birthplace or tomb of a great tion his services would have been
man, or the scene of some national held by the ancients, can we be in
achievement.
the right who are actually reaping th e
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abundant harvest of his almost superhuman .exertions, and yet scarcely
vouchsafe to cast a glance upon the
author of our happiness?
He did not undergo all these hardships for his own aggrandisement or
good, but to .benefit his ungrateful
fellow-creatures, He it was w hoindirectly-snatched our fathers from
the cruel grasp of European tyrants,
and the weight of political oppression,
and placed us, their children, on a
clear stage 'whereon to act the drama
of our glory, American Independence/
H ow well his words express the
meaning of his heart !-", I have
opened, the gates: now, let mankind
enter at pleasure."
And what was beyond those gates?
A land overflowing with wealth;
everything that man could wish on
earth!
Was not thlS a gift? Who else has
done so ITJuch for poor humanity?
In an history, there has been none to
compare with him. What other man
in the then known world would have
sacrificed his life, his all, for the benefit of his kind? Who would have
braved the perils of that vast waste of
waters, and sailed to the place which
superstition pointed out as occupied
by demons and dar :"ness ,? How
steadfast was he in the cause of man,
when in the face of a mutinous crew,
and despite the danger he , incurred
of being hurled b)' them into the sea,
his courage did not abate, nor his
resolution fail !
Uppermost in his heart, all
through, were our interests. When
the water-logged and alm ost sinking
hull of the Santa Mar£a was thought
by those on board to be utterly inca-
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pable of reaching home, the Admiral, in order that we might not be
cheated out of the knowledge of the
land beyond the sea, wrote a full
account of his discovery on parchment, enclosed it in a cocoa-shell,
and cast it upon the water,
. Let us then make a late atonement
to him for our past neglect. Let us
do something to mark our sympathy
in his trials, our joy at his triumphs,
and our glory in his greatness. Let
us make some restitution to him for
his load of chains Let us extol the
modest though gifted geographer,
who enlarged the ' sphere of our knowledge by so many valid facts. Let us
make amends t'? the memory of our
departed benefactor, for the length
of time during which we have permitted his name and deeds to lie in
obscurity.
And, in order to do so, let us dedicate a monument to him! Yes;
build it on a foundation, solid as the
mind that first conceived the existence
of the New World-plumb it in accordance 'with his piety, virtue and
honor-place marks upon it which
shall adequately represent his sufferings, his failures;' his anxiety, his persistent entreaties for aid-make it
lofty as his pure and laudable ambition-so lofty, that the rising sun, long
ere he bring the day to us, may ",'arm
its summit with his genial bearns!
And rnay it be tinged each day
with that morning glory until the sun
hi mself shall cease to shine 1

ANSWERS to the "Two Charades"
that appeared in our last number:I.-STABLE.

II.-CHAIR.
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Jears anzong the Hurons"

JUNIOR DEPARTMENTo
FIFTY-FOUR YEARS AJYI0NG

1~HE

HURONS;

BE1NG A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF

THE LIFE OF FATHER PETER CHAUl\10NOT, OF TI-IE SOCIETY OF JESUS.
CHAP~

L-Chaumol1ot's Fouth, (contznued.)

W. B. SCHOFIELD,
B. CHRETIEN,

H E next morning the two pilgrims ·contin ued their journey,
.
and after much trouble and fatigue
arrived at Ancona. I can hardly express the pitiful state to which Chanmonot was now reduced. He was
barefooted, his clothes were in rags;
his head, which he ' had ceased to
corn b, had becorn e covered with horri ble sores which emitted an insufferable stench.
Notwithstanding all this, so great
was his faith that on approaching the
Holy House of Loreto, he at once
took courage.
" May be," he said,
"the Blessed Virgin who works so
HlaDY wonders in that holy house,
will take pityon illy misery."
His confidence was not in vain.
"As I came out of the holy house
of Mary,"-so he himself relates. in .
his autobiography-"a youth, most
probably an angel in human form,
carne up to me and said, with an air
and in words full ofcompassion, 'My
child, you must suffer much in your
head; come, follow me, and I will
try to cure you.'

T
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(4 th English.)

"I followed," continues Chaumonot, " and he led me fr Jill the church
to a place far out of the way. 'There
he bade me sit down and take off my
hat. I obeyed.
He then took a
pair of scissors, cut off all my hair,
and rubbed 'm y poor head with a
\vhite cloth so gently that I did not
feel any pain. Having thus relieved
me of all the sores, and o. the vermin with which they were covered,
he replaced the hat on my head. I
thanked hi111 hum bly for his charity :
he left .m e ; and I could never since
find who that excellent doctor was."
Having remained three ' days at
I __ oreto to satisfy their devotion, the
pilgrims resumed their journey' to
Rome, and soon reached Terni.
Here, while begging from door to
door, Chaumonot met an old lawyer
who offered him a place as a servant
in his house.
Chaumonot gladly
accepted the offer, for he thought
that any thing was better than the
humiliations and privations he had
just gone through. The t\VO friends
were thus separated.
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When he had walked a distance of
There was in Terni a college of
about
three miles he felt a little hunthe Society of Jesus, and Chaumonot
soon became acquainted with one of gry, and thinking himself almost a
the Fathers, to whom, as he did not . hermit already, he picked a few ears
know enough of Italian, be made
of corn from afield by the road, and
confession in Latin. He then betook chewed them up, but finding that he
himself to the reading of good books,
could not swallow them, he resolved
especially the Liues if the Fathers -0.1 to ask alms.
the Desert, which so stirred up his ferHis calling was not to the hermitvor that
he
deterrnined
to
leave
the
age.
God, by wonderful ways, was
.
house at once, continue his pilgriguiding him to the Society of Jesus,
mage to Rome, and on his return to
wherein, on his return from Rome,
France hide himself in some desert
he was received at Terni, on the r Sth
to lead the life of a hermit.
of May, 1632, he being then twentyFull of these ideas he left the
one years of age,
house.
~

CHAP.

Ir.-Father Chaumonot
C. QUILTY,
T. DOvVELL,

/1171011g

the Hurons.

(4th English.)

CHAUMONOT being now free from
Septem ber of the SalTI e year, the
the world's troubles and anxieties,
shores of lake Tsicacge.
enjoyed indescribable peace of conBefore proceeding further, it will
science and tranquility of mind. His
be good to give an account of SOITle
only thought and care \vere to adof the most prominent traits in the
vance in the way of perfection.
Huron character.
IVT oved by a fervent zeal for the
In hatred against the enemies of
salvation of souls, and a great desire
their nation they were unparalleled, as
for sufferings, he applied (1637) for
well as in the cruelty with which they
the mission in Canada, to Father treated their prisoners of war. One
Mutius Vitelleschi, then general of of their enemies having fallen into
the Society, and obtained his request.
their hands, they first cut off his
Towards the beginning of May, . fingers; and then after having well
scored his shoulders and back with a
I 6 ~7, he started for the N ew World;
and .after a troublesome voyage of knife, they bound him with strong
cords, and amidst the wildest war
three months, reached Quebec.
songs led him into their village, torTwo days after, he set out for the
country of the Hurons; and having
menting him all the time, and adding
penetrated forests, and crossed rivers. insults to the torments. They bade
and lakes, he reached, on the loth of
one of the villagers, 'tvho had lost a
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son in war, to adopt him. This brother, a lad of about the same age,
done, the ' sham father caressed his plunged in through the same hole,
adopted son in the following manner. caught his brother, and swimming
He took an iron collar, heated it, and under the ice to another opening far
then presented it to the captive, say- distant from the first, saved his life.
ing, "Take it, my son; you wish, I
Their patri otic feeling was extraorthink, to make a fine appearance; put
dinary. On one 'occasion the Hurons,
then this collar on your neck." The while at war with another nation, were
tortures then increased.
Burning surprised by the enemy who had been
coals, hot ashes, pointed pieces of waiting for them in am bush. It was
iron and sharp' thorns were the inim possible for them to defend themstruments used to harass the poor selYes. The old warriors then turnsnfferer. In the midst of their baring to their young comrades said to
barity he was invited to sing, and them, "You are young and able to
(strange to say) he toould sing, in render many and great services to
order that he might not 'seem a COvV- our nation in the future; betake yourard. When he was about finishing,
sel yes therefore to flight. We will
they gave him food, and then carried
remain here to receive the enemy."
him around over braziers full of The young warriors were all saved,
burning coals. At last they took him while all the old ones were taken priout of the village and scalped ' him,
soners, cruelly tormented, roasted and
After his death they cut his body into
devoured.
several parts, 'which were distributed
Let us now return to Father Chanamong the principal personages .of monot.
the village; and these in their turn
On arriving among the EIurons he
made presents of them' to their at once devoted himself to the study
friends, who used them to season
of their language, ' in which he soon
their food.
became so proficient, that .the savaTheir love for each other was very
ges acknowledged him to be superior
to themselves. '
great, and indeed . unsurpassed.
A young II uron was tra veling
He composed for them, in their
through the snow with his sister; and
own language, prayers, sermons and
precepts which were afterwards of
seing her ready to drop with cold, he
took off a large skin which he wore,
much use to the poor savages, . as 'well
and wrapt it around her. Then cov- as to the missionaries themselves.
In the winter of the following year
ering himself with her scanty gar( 1640) a pestilence broke out among
ment, he told her to hasten to the
next village while he remained there the savages, one of the peculiarities
and perished in the snow.
.of which was, that it did not affect the
Another instance of their self-sacri- French missionaries. The Indians
ficing love, is also worth relating. A attributed their immunity to sorcery
boy about eight years old, who was or witchcraft; and they even went so
playing on the ice, slipped through a far as to hide their children, that they
hole into the water; upon 'which his might not be baptized, while the
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adults stopped their ears that they
might not hear what the missionaries
preached to them.
It happened one day that a young
Huron met one of Father Chaurnomonot's companions, and seeing
upon his person a crucifix with a
skull at its foot, ran towards him and
'wrested the crucifix from him, saying
that it was the cause of the pestilence
then prevalent. Father Chaumonot
strove to get back the crucifix, and
grappled with the savage in hopes of .
wresting it from him; whereupon the
Huron picked up a hatchet and raised it above the head of the Father,
who stood ready to receive the blow.
At ' this juncture an Indian woman
rushed forward and snatched the weapon from the Huron's hand, thus saving the life of Father Chaumonot,
The sufferings and hardships endured by the French ·m issionaries,
are indeed almost incredible.
In
cold weather the only means by
. which they could keep themselves
from freezing, was to lay their heads
in opposite directions and insert their
feet in each other's arm-pits.
The savages held many councils in
order to devise a scheme for getting
rid of the missionaries; and most of
the chiefs demanded their death.
In the year 1642, Father Chaumonot was sent, in company with Father
.De Brebeuf, to" another tribe of Hurons, called "Neurtres," who occu-.
pied the land enclosed by Lakes
Erie, Ontario and Huron.
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They \vere favorably received, owing to their knowledge of writing,
'Father Chaumonot told the savages that by that means they could
know what was going on in distant
places: whereupon-wishing to test
the truth of his assertions-they assem bled in large numbers around the
mi ssionaries. Father De Brebeufthen
went off to a distance, and a young
savage told Father Chaumonot to
write the following words :-" I go
hunting, I see a deer, I take an arrow
from ITlY quiver, I pull my bowstring
and my prey falls, I place it upon my
shoulders, take it to my cabin and
make a banquet with my friends,"
When this was written, Father De
Brebeuf was called, and the paper
given to him to read. All listened
with profound attention, as he pronounced the exact words of the young
brave; and \vhen he had finished
reading, they gave vent to their feelings by a shout of admiration. They
then took the paper, examined it
carefully, and· asked each other,
"Where is the picture of the hunter,
of the deer, the cabin, and the cauldron ? Such things cannot be seen
here; and yet the writing told it to
Hechorn.' (This was the name by
which Father De Brebeuf was known
among the Neurtres.)
From this the missionaries took
occasion to convince the savages of
those truths which were tran smitted
to us in like manner from our ancestors.

(To be coniznued.)
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College Ldterature,
NOT merely in numbers, but, beyond all doubt, in character also is the College Press rapidly improving.
We have for some lime past hesitated to decide on this latter point; for
undoubtedly there are plenty of stupid things to be found in college magazines .and journals; ' nor do \ve presume to hope that \ve ourselves are not
among the number of those who have' contributed to swell their list. Weare
no nearer perfection than our neighbors; nay, by no means as near it as some
of them.
And yet, taking College Literature as a whole, and making all due allowance for their and our shortcomings, we see it not only' making progress but
ga1ining influence every day.
There are ways., no doubt, in which that
influence works harrn: but we are happy to think that it is proving itself to
be productive, in the long run, of more good than evil.
One thing has been especially noticeable during the past year. In whatever ways it may have affected the action of the various colleges subjected to
its influence, they have certainly not copied each others bad points . On the
contrary, certain objectionable occurrences which have taken place in one or .
more of them, have undoubtedly acted as warnings and not as examples to the
rest. They have all been spurred up to a greater or less degree of emulation;
and that emulation has, we think, been, in nearly all cases, an emulation t'n
(g-ood. Will anyone say, then, that the College Press is useless?
The last feature of its action which attracts our attention is the desire which
it seems to have created in almost every quarter, for intercollegiate intercourse
of some kind. So many particulars are read in the various exchanges about
the interior life of other and very distant institutions, that each finds itself
growing anxious to make its mental (if not bodily) C01l1munication with the
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rest still closer. There is arising in short in every quarter a great desire of,
so to speak, "conlparing notes."
The athletic contests which so frequently take place between the various
Eastern colleges do much to intensify this feeling. A great amount of intercollegiate comparison is actually made in the matters of boating and base-ball;
and the question is now arising whether such comparison might not be equally
advantageous in many other matters. Notwithstanding all the boasting of our
Western colleges-frorn which absurdity, we beg to remind our readers, THE
O\V1. has always carefully stood aloof-there can be no doubt whatever of the
great educational. superiority of the East. And yet we think our Eastern
friends might find it worth their while to study the great West a little more
closely. The difference of our circumstances and of the conditions of our
collegiate life could not but produce, and actually has produced, alTIOng us
new modes of grappling with S0111e ;f the educational difficulties of the day.
Now in order to make the literary and educational rivalry of the various colleges of our country in some degree equal to their rivalry in matters athletic,
an intercollegiate literary association is proposed.
The plan of action suggested for it, seems to be, so far as we can gather,
.that of the establishment of literary prizes to be competed for by the students
of the various colleges throughout the length and breadth of the land, the
judges being rnen of "national celebrity."
We think there is some dou bt of
the successful working of this ~chelne, which we .hardly incline to favor; but it
is at least a tribute to the power of the College Press, which .has been creating
far and, wide this desire for literary and educational rivalry-a desire which,
whether gratified or not, cannot but help forward the cause of education.
The Virglnza Uiuversl!y lI£agazzne suggests "intercollegiate competitive exBut this 'would surely be a very long stride in the -, direction of a
aminations."
national unZ)'erslly, which very few people seem to want, and which Catholics
want least of all.
Whether or not anything could be done which would be free from objection we know DOt. The thing 111ay after all resolve itself into a mere increase
of literary and journalistic activity, which will, of itself, go far towards accomplishing the end desired.

"Tlte Wa1~ of the E~ucalYl)tuses."
VV E have often remarked ,-as who has not ?-the singular coincidences
\vhich attend the acquisition of new ideas on any subject. It seems the rarest
thing in the world for a new idea, or even the new application of an old one,
to strike one person oniy. So soon as No. I receives an inspiration, No 2
springs up to dispute it~ priority to his own, which is either precisely the
same, or so like it as to be practically indistinguishable. A.11d then comes
on the scene NO.3, whose imposing gravity of demeanor carries
with it a more than ordinary degree of influence over the idiotic, and who
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'solem nly reprimands both the previous claimants, assuring them that he is
the "genuine and only Jarley," and his version of the idea in question, the
only true and correct one.
Something like this is occurring just now with regard to the blue gumtrees, the planting of which on the Alameda we suggested in our last numher
Paragraphs innumerable, bearing more or less of a family likeness one to ano- "
ther are going the rounds of the local and even the general press; and all
concur, we are happy to say, in recommending the planting of the trees alludto, not specz'ally on the Alameda-s-which is the point me made-but throughout the country. And it seems to be pretty clearly shewn that, owing to their
extremely rapid growth, the plan would be a paying one. v'l e do not care /
much what rival claimants may sayan the question of "originality. In the
·'War of the Eucalyptuses," as a contemporary styles it, we break no lance.
Anyone that pleases, and is can) petent to sustain his part in the fight, may
win the crown without any molestation from us. What we do, care for is that
the beauty of our Alameda may be augmented and perpetuated by the planting of these noble trees whenever and wherever opportunity offers; and we are
glad to think there is a fair chance that this may be don~.
The beneficial effect of these trees in Algeria, where the French have planted
them with great success, has been made a great deal of; and in connexion
with this point we may observe that it was a French gentleman who suggested
the idea to us, and one moreover who is a great authority on such matters.
\Ve regret that- he persists in withholding his name from the public.
r

Tlte Siamese Twi'ns.
EVERY ONE, young or old, will have read, with a twinge of the heart, the
recent sornew hat meagre announcement, from the East, of the death of our
old friends the Siamese Tunns, Old people can remem bel' seeing or hearing
of the Twins in their young days, and young ones can at least remember to
have heard them mentioned, from the very earliest period to which their n1emory can carry them back. "1\1 are than forty years ago the late Lord Lytton,
at that time Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer, wrote a long poem upon these twins,
who were then the topic of the day; and they have been more "or less before
the public ever since. We shall scarcely, we suppose, have an)' of the details
before it will be necessary to go to press: but we must confess to present disappointment at being told no more than the bare fact of our old friends'
death. Everyone, we believe, in the civilized world, and more particularly
.Americans, in whose country they have taken up their abode. will feel regret
at their death, and anxiety to hear its precise cause and manner, and indeed
every other particular respecting it. To medical students especially this topic
must be most interesting, if only on scientific grounds. And we are therefore
glad to know that competent medical men are to make an autopsy of the
corpses, the result of which will afterwards be published.

Eduor's 'I'able.

IN the Decem bel' nUInber of Acta Colombiana, (which is really a great improven1ent on the old "Cap and Gown") there is an extremely amusing account of a visit paid by some Colum bia students to Vassar College, and of the
joy with which they received, from the hands of Mr. Vassar himself, the
"pass" which was to act as their open sesame, and on which was inscribed the
brief but pregnant sentence, "Betsey, admit the gentlemen. ,. This memorable
document the writer tells us is still "cherished" at Columbia. . \Ve cannot
wonder at it. We only wonder whether it has been framed and glazed in a
style consonant with its rarity and value.
Under the head of "Exchange Notes" the Acta notices THE OWL " .which
is," it says, "in many respects a credit to the Pacific Slope and to the institution which it represents, Santa Clara College, Cal." and commends what it is
pleased to call our "liberality, and genuine Christian spirit." Now inasmuch
as it has been and will be our constant aim to maintain such a spirit, the importance of which (in magazines as in individuals) can scarcely be overesti-.
mated, 'we are proportionately gratified at this evidence that we have not been
wholly unsuccessful. And all the more because the good opinion of Columbia is, as all will allow, worth having.
THE Vz'rginia Universit)J Magazine, another of our best exchanges, also
mentions us, and that in a friendly spirit. Bnt it tells us that it "thinks religious controversies out of place in college journalism," as though it were
under the irnpression that 'we did not think so too: whereas that is the very
t2ing we said and say.

WE are happy to receive the first number of the new journal of the University of California, .The Berkelevan, the typographical appearance of which is
neat and attractive, and the contents readable and appropriate. "We hope,"
say the Editors, in their "Notes on Exchanges," "that our criticisms will be
regarded as nlere friendly expressions of opinion, and not as a desire to pick
quarrels with other journals." The sentiment of the above is better than the
English in which it is expressed. We assure the Berkeleyan that it will always
give us pleasure to treat its criticisms as "friendly expressions of opinion,"
and that we will never, under any circumstances, regard them "as a desire" of
a~y kind.
THE charming "entente cordiale" which exists between the Untversz?y Mzssaurian and the Stephens College Chaplet (both of Colum bia, Mo.) has attracted
our admiring notice. We gladly welcome them to our exchange .list; especially-( we are sure the Mzssourzan will pardon us for the preference)-the
Chaplet. Any onecan see at a glance that a "chaplet" is likely to be woven
by fair hands. A~d this Chaplet is.
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of space prevents our noticing more of our exchanges this month.
We regret it; especially for the sake of the Alumru Journal, (Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, Ill.) which "runs a muck" against Popery as furiously as the veriest Malay, and to which, consequently, we had wished to say
a kind word.
WANT

Clipping8 from. Conteniuornr-ies,
WE have offered our readers little or nothing in this line hitherto; our extracts having been limited to articles on which we have had comments to offer.
Our course in this respect has been dictated by a fear of reproducing stale
witticisms, etc., with which ·\ve are often bored by our contemporaries themselves. However, we have reflected that the greater num ber of the readers
of THE OWL are unlikely to see many college publications, and may consequently not find such extracts stale; and moreover we shall endeavor to include
many things which do not go the rounds of the College Press.

SOUPIR.
A WATERY waste where the wind is blowing ;
A cold wind, blowing in sobs and sighs;
A strip of sand with dry grass growing,Above, night falling from leaden skies.
Two, but two, on the sand strip straying,
Pacing its limits up and down;
Loath to linger, but still delaying,
Dreading return to the fading town,
One last kiss of the lips that never,
Never shall touch.each other more;
One hand-pressure,-the last for ever!~
Empty and lone is the sandy shore.
A wealth of waves in the sunshine dancing;
A wind that ripples their tops to foam;
A strip of sand in the bright light glancing,- .
Above, blue skies where the white clouds roam .
A ship sails out of the harbor slowly,
With a silent watcher standing astern;
A 'kerchief waves from a cottage lowly,Ah, God! the lessons we all must learn !

-Harvard Advocate.

G. C. G.

THE teacher in modern history asked a class what name was applied to
French 'Protestants? One scholar over anxious to answer immediately, replied

-Hottentots.-lJ1ills Quarterly.
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RUSKIN says, in his last essay, that we might sufficiently represent the general .
manner of conclusion in the Darwinian system by the statement that, "if you
fasten a hair brush to a mill wheel, with the handle forward, so as to develop
itself into a neck by moving always in the same direction, and within continual hearing of a steam-whistle, after a certain number of revolutions the hairbrush will fall in love with the whistle, they will marry, and the product will
be a nightingale." -MUs Quarteriv,

A TRIBUTE.
AN earnest life in patient labor spent,
A mind for research and a heart that felt,
A. sage who dare not scoff, but humbly knelt
Before the shrine of Nature, reverent,
And ne'er the sanction of his science lent
To those who, impious, sought to trample down
Beneath their feet, the sceptre and the crown
Of 'Deity, or who, with rude hands, rent
The 'seam less robe. He owned the sacred spell,
Loosed from his feet the sandals ere he trod
A holier place than where the prophet fell
And worshipped prostrate on the hallowed sod;
In the weird legend of the rock and shell
Saw .through Creation, the Creator, God.

-Magenta.
SCENE in the hall at Packer.
(Student in geometry hastening to her first
recitation, anxiously to her companion.) Oh! dear! a parallelogram's a quad. rilateral with opposite sides parallel,-trapezoid, two sides parallel. Oh dear!
what is a quadrilateral with one side parallel ?~PacRer Quarter!y,

EXTRACT from the examination-book of a candidate (unsuccessful) for admission into one of our American colleges. QuestIon (in history)-"Give a
brief sketch of Oliver Cromwell.': .Anszver.-"Crom\vell ",'as a wicked man,
and led a very -wicked life. But on his death-bed he repented, and his last
words were, 'Oh, would I had served my God as I have served my King.' "

-Harvard Advocate.
My CHuM.-Never mind his name now, for you will hear of him in his own
way before long. Chum is remarkable for two things--quick wit and absentmindedness. Of the two the latter is rather his strong point. His wit helps
him out of m~Lny a corner in which his absent-mindedness would otherwise
surrender him to ridicule.
One day at the depot, he stood before the ticket office, whistling furiously.
The ticket clerk, who was talking with a friend, turned and asked, "Whose
dog are you calling?" "\Vell," returned chum, "I don't care which of you

come."-Jargu171.
To grow rich, earn n10ney fairly, spend less than you earn, and hold on to
the difference. The first takes muscle; the second self-control; the third,

brains.-Heald's College Journal.
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Brignoli's atrocious English is well known. On one . occasion, while stopping at the Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, his hairbrush was stolen from his
room. The infuriated Italian rushed down to the office, and propounded the
following question to one of the clerks. :-" Clerruck 1 clerruck! Yesterday I
was one hairbrush; to-day, what am I ! "-Jlotre Dame Scholastic.
" May I leave a few tracts?" asked a missionary of a lady 'who responded
to his knock. "Leave some tracks ?I Certainly you may," said she, looking
at him most benignly over her specs; "leave them with the heel towards the
· house, if you please."-Id.
PERSONALS.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS COLUMN ARE EARNESTLY SOLICITED.

Auctus est filia.

R. 1\1. Wright of '7 I.

9i lbs.
-Chronlcle.

THE professor of Greek in the course of his comments upon a passage of
Demosthenes the other day came upon the passage beginning: EV flfV "to unn! ,
etc., when in his usual lively and enthusiastic way he exclaimed: "Gentlemen,
let me call your attention to the peculiar character of this hen (EV)." Perhaps
it is needless to say that the intended disclosure in regard to the fowl was not
made.-Id.
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY.
Were love but the prompter of all that is 'sent
We might graciously frame some excuse;
.
But if "only for fun" are your pennies thus spent,
Be ye maiden or boy, you're a goose.
-Lehigh Journal.

A junior in Virgil is winning golden opinions for his fluent and graceful
.translations.
He was called upon the other day to translate the following: "<Imperium
Dido 1j;rt'a regll urba projecta Germanumfugt'ens; and thus rendered it: "Dido,
thejlyt'ng Dutchman, held sway, etc.-Inde.); Niagarensis.
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Idle Notes.

T m~y be interesting to some o.f our old students to hear of the changes
which have late ly been made In the old rules.
Under the new regime, the lugubrious apartment known as '{Letter A,"
where the offender is obliged, as before, to learn and recite his penal lines, is
only open upon Thursday and Sunday afternoons. And no one is dispensed
from attendance, even to go out on "First Thursday." Alas!" There's the
rub."
Night prayers are said in the chapel, instead of the study hall as formerly.
The washroom is open for one hour only, besides the usual times; and at
the expiration of said hour, all must leave; "even if they have only one side
of the face shaved," as it was expressed to us. How Demosthenic!

I

>

•

WE have received a communication from the Secretary of the Sodality of
the Holy Angels, giving us the following list of officers, elected at a meeting
held on the z 5th of January:Rev. Fr. I(elly, S.J., President; Louis Palmer, Vice President; Jas Smith,
1St., Assistant ; Chas. Ebner, ad Assistant; E. Auzerais, Censor; S. Sheridan,
.Treasurer; A. Pierotich, Secretary; V. Vidauretta, Sacristan.
. It is with great pleasure that vve insert this list, recognizing, as we do, the
great advantages with which such a society-a-whose sole aim is to train the
youthful mind to the practice of morality and religion-is fraught. Its influence, too, is necessarily great; since it claims as its members the majority 0 f
the students of the Junior Division. We wish you success, good Sodalists, in
your noble undertaking.
THROUGH inadvertence we omitted to mention, in the list of officers ' of the
Rough and Ready B.B. C., the name of its Secretary, Master A. Pierotich.
ONE afternoon, not long ago, the students had a pleasant diversion from
study by the exhibition of Professor Faber's Talking Machine. The effectiveness of the machine consisted in the accurate imitation of the action and form
of the various organs of speech. It had lips, tongue, palate and lungs, (a pair
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of bellows.) to which action was imparted by means of a complicated series of
levers, the modus operandi being very similar to that of a player on the piano.
"I am a little talking machine," it began; and a wonderful one it was, too:
for it could speak in any language, from English and Germ an all the \vay to
French and Greek. For speaking French it had a peculiar adjustment consisting of a gutta-percha pipe, to conduct the sou'nd to the nose of the JJZaSR, in
order to give the nasal .sound so frequent in that language. Truly the machine was a wonder; and it must have taken years of labor and study to bring
it to its present effective, though still somewhat imperfect, state. For several
days it formed an interesting topic of conversation in the yan I ; and we were
often amused by some of the students trying to imitate its distinct though
laboured accents. But however nearly art could imitate nature, nature could
not imitate art-except at a vast distance-in the ,present case.
PREPARATIONS are being made for the proper celebration of the anniversary
of Washington's Birthday, which is to be held on the evening of the 23d.-:the 22d falling on a Sunday. The exercises will .be literary, musical and
dramatic; and \ve have no doubt but that they will equal if not su~pass those
of previous years.

TRA VELLING shows, as a general thing, are rightly classed. under the gen us
.hum bug, being calculated to screw the greatest possible amount of hard cash
out of the pockets of the public, without giving an equivalent in return. We
are glad to state, however, that we have discovered an exception to this rule,
in the panorama of a certain Mr. Towl, an Oregonian gentleman, 'which was
exhibited 5n the CJllege some few nights since. It consists of a series of
thirty-two large paintings, representing some of the principal features of the
highly picturesque and often sublime scenery for which the State of Oregon is
so justly celebrated. Some of the pictures were exceedingly interesting, not
only on account of the grandeur of the scenes represented, but also from the
artistic power displayed in them. Others were somewhat inferior; but there
were none which \vere wholly devoid of merit. The grandest among them
represented various majestic spots on the banks of the great river of the North
the celebrated Columbia. These were really fine, and were looked upon by ali
with lively 'sentim ents of pleasure. It struck us as something remarkable that \
what we consider the most difficult thing in landscape painting, viz., the sky,
had been rendered in a really admirable manner, Some of the sunsets, in
particular, were strikingly beautiful, the artist having succeeded in placing
upon his canvas that rich and mellow glow, so essential to the proper representation of the sinking sun, and yet at the same time so difficult of achievement. He cannot, we think, be too highly complimented for his success in
this department. We cannot, however bestow as much praise on the lecture
which Mr. 'Towl delivered in explanation of his pictures, as upon the
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pictures themselves, It was an excessively flowery oration, replete, indeed,
with all the figures of rhetoric, which, produced as they were in almost every
other sentence, entirely lost their effect, and reminded one, ·as Mr. Blair says,
of superfluous shreds of purple attached to a garment, and fulfilling no office,
other than to tire the eye. A little more simplicity and nature in your lecture,
Mr. Towl, would, we think, have it proved it greatly. We left the Hall,
however, much pleased with the entertainment; and probably more than one
sentimental young gentleman dreamt, that night, of the grand old Colum bia ,
and ·the eternal snows of Hood and Shasta .
APROPOS of pictures, we dropped into the Drawing Room the other day ,
and spent some time most pleasantly in viewing the art-productions of our
students. The class is evidently progressing famously, if we may judge from
its works, and there are several of its mern bel'S who bid fair to excel in their
respective departments, and that at no very distant day. We . noticed some
particularly fine studies of heads and animals from the crayon of 1\11'. Remus,
and in the linear department we must compliment our old friend, Mr. Mallon, on the skill which he displays.
Persevere, ~ au worshipers of the beautiful, and who knows whether we shall not some day point to the statue of a
Remus or a Mallon, and say, "There is the second Michael Angelo, the
second Raphael J "

THE" Blessed Berchman's Sanctuary Society " have elected their officers for
the ensuing half-session as follows :-Louis Palmer, Vice-President; Charles
Ebner; Secretary; Jas. Smith, Treasurer ; l\ .. Pierotich, Censor; V. Vidau. retta, Sacristan.
\V E understand that a class in vocal In usic has been instituted at the wish of
several of our stud ents, which is to' be under the direction of Prof. Schemmel.
The clas s is fortunate in being pr ovided 'with so thoroughly competent and
experienced a teacher; and we hope soon to have them assisting at sorne of
our public entertainments.
MANY of the students are actively iranung themselves in jumping, racing.
etc., in anticipaction of the com ing celebration of I~ev. Father Varsi's birthday. '
The happy recollections of last year's festivities are stirring them up to yet
greater exertions for this year. Prizes will be given in all the athletic sports
and the greased pig and pol e, the wheel-barrow race, and the sack race will
again create their side-splitling fun for · the spectators. It will be the great
event of this year, as it was of ·last, and as we hope it will continue to be of
years ·to come.

~ ERRATUM. -On page 2 I 6, second line from the bottorn, for "Your
wits defy," read "Your arts defy."
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JIMMIE JUDD of '70, is at work in San Francisco. It is not Jirnmie's fault,
however, that we are able to give this piece of information about him, for his
letters and communications to us may be summed up in that expressive figure
0.
We suppose he has no time now to trouble himself about Alma Mater;
but still we cannot help thinking that it is his duty, as well as the duty of
every other "old boy," to let us know something of his whereabouts, It must
certainly be a great pleasure to their old preceptors to know the happy fates
of the tender owlets whom they fostered to maturity beneath their paternal
wings, of the young knights-nnw knights-errant-whom they clothed in the
panoply of faith and knowledge, and then sent forth to battle with the world.
This consideration alone, we think, should prompt all our old companions to
write. vVe hope the effect of this lecture will be such a deluge of letters from
our numerous alumni, that the personal-item man will have to swim therein
for his life.
JAMES CODDINGTON of '73, has bidden farewell to the classic shades of
Angels' Camp, and the grassless hills of Calaveras, to come and grasp the
goddess Fortune by the hand in San Francisco. We have not heard the
nature of Jim's business, but if we may hazard an opinion as to what he is .
doing, \ve will say that he is rz'ding Pegasus. Such at least should be his
occupation, as anyone will be willing to vouch, who has read his immortal
epic entitled "The Fire." Hadwe the good fortune to fill the exalted position of literary critic to this magazine, we would not fail to present our readers with a glowing account of Mr. Coddington's sublime production. Unfortunately, however, it is out of our power to do so. We must therefore beg our
readers to bear up against this disappointment, until this great poem shall appear in print, when their enthusiasm will, 'we doubt not, be so great, that they
will crown our friend with laurel. . Drink deep, 0 bard, of the crystal spring of
Parnassus! Steer thy bark out boldly into the magic sea of imagination!
Let thy ambition be pentanzeters, thy companion Walker's Rhyming Dictionary; and if thou fail, it "Till be the fault of the age, not thine.
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JOHN ACHESON of '70, is in Nevada, and \ve are pleased to hear that he is
doing very well. We entertain vivid recollections of John, as the champion
of the "Little Yard" at marbles; and can bear witness that he was both willing
and able to beat any boy of twice his size at big-ring,. or Boston, even when
he laboured under the mighty excitement produced in the schoolboy's mind
by "agates up."
FRANK EHARHORN of '69, who went by thename of "the Fat Boy," here a
college, and who was celebrated for his apparent want of nervous sensibility,
inasmuch as he would suffer any amount of slaps and pinching without
"squinching," is in San Francisco. Since he left college he has made "the
grand tour," and according to his own assertion has established for himself a
terrible reputation in Europe, slaying with the short sword sundry counts, and
slapping the faces of various dukes and princess. Verily, Frank, you are a
terrible fellow!
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O'Connor, E
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Smith, B P
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Names marked thus * were absent or came too late to compete in most of the classes
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m~~~$~~~

}j~

:BO"YS CLOTHI~G~ .
BO"YS BOOTS"
BO"YS HATS"
In short, everything pertaining to Boys:' ware..

~~,Il
~

~I

~
~I

...

Where to 'b uy them at a reasonable price :

D. BERGIN & Co~'s

I

S ANT J-\ CLARA.

·

'1"

I~
I~, '~

~~~~~~
-- -

'"

---- -------

f~I B4,~

~~~~QR~ ~
;oor. of Washington ~ Framlciin. sts. ~

~

Jm ~ ~

~i~~l

SANTA CLARA.

~~~~~~~

J~ .~ IJIN6RJlN~
H~~~Jl4,Il~ ~4,I(L~~~
(Next door to .lf7ells, Fc-lrgo & Co.'s, Santa (}lara.)
AK E S t hiRmethod of announcing to the Students of Sant~' Clara
College, a i.d the Public in general, that he is now prepared to furnish neat fitting suits at prices to suit the times. A large assortment of
Goods always on hand, and orders executed in a manner that 'cannot
fail to snit the most fastedious.
.

T

Prlcesreasouable and satisfaction guaranteed.

ii
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DR. N . KLEIN,

MAX. BENDER,
Professor of

Drawing, German & Spanish
at Santa Clara College.
, Is prepared to give Private Lessons in
the above to a limited number of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San Jose.

,Surgeon

Dentist,

Office, Balbach's Building,

No. 284, Santa Clara St., San Jose.

S. A. ELLIOTT & Co.,

JOSEPH ISTEWART,

Washington street, Santa Clara,
(N ext door to Post Office.)

Franklin st., Santa Clara,
(Next dOOJ~ to Duncnu's fruit storc-)

Stoves, Tinware, Lamps, Oils,
. and General Furnishing Goods.

, Hair Cutting,
Shaving,
Shampooing

,
and Hair Dying.

B. HICKS,

Boot & Shoemaker,

~R,epairing
G. 1'. TUB,NER.

No fit, no Pa,y !

F. B.

I~lNGTON~

Turner & Kington's
Santa Clara Cracker Manufactory,
Cor, Frank lin and J.afayette sts.

Franlclin-st., Santa Utara.

Gents & Boys Boots made to order.

done,

E. LAMORY,
MARIPOSA

STORE

Cor. Franklin and Main sts., Santa Clara .

KAST'S

AUGUST HABICH,
Santa,Clara Store,
(Opposite Santa Clara College)
Wh01esale ~uJd }~etail ~ D ea l e l' in
Groceries, Provisions, Cigars, 'Tobacco, Liq UOI'S, etc., '
~ All kinds of produce taken in
exchange, or purchased ' at regular
Market Rates.

~

'1 Fashionuble 8110e Store, ~-,)~
322 & 324 Bush

SAN

St,.t~eet"

F RAN CI S CO.

Payot, Upham & CO.
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
620 , & 622 ' vVashillgton-street.

SAN Fl?fl N(} lA'

JOHN DEVINE,
DEAIJER IN

Groceries, Provisions, Wines, 1.. iqnors, Cigars 'l"obacco, etc.,

No. 351. First st., San Jose.

LOUIS CHOPARD,
MANUF'ACTUItER
,.J

~~ .

~ND

c0

CHAS. BOSSERT,
Bread and Biscuit Baker.
Fancy Pastry and Confectionery made to
,
order on the shortest notice.
Balls and Parties supplied on reasonable

terms-

DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry, etc.

No. 265 Aueerui» Block,
Santa Olara fit., /·"an Jose.

Jos. Piscioli & CO.,
Santa Clara Chop House,
(Odd Fellows' Building,) Franklin street.

All the delicacies of the Season on hand.

<

iii
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JOHN F. TOBIN,
DEALEH, TX

Fruits, Pipes, Nuts, Cigars, Confectionery, Tobacco,"Stationery,
4rltn~M (fj)O'O'tt~. (~ p t ct ~ttlt~ , &t.,
N. W. Cor, Wfysldnyton ill F rrnnklin 8t8.,

SANTA CLARA.
- - - - -_ __._- - - - - - - ..

LEDDY BROTHERS,
DEALEHS IN

Beef. Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lamb,
etc.,

etc.

Stan No 1, City Market, Sa:) Jose.

liIRE-PROOF BR-ICK BUILDI NG

No. 386, First st., - - SAN JOSE

Barry & W.allace,

Propl'il,t()r~'

Firrt-class Horses, Carriages and Buggies
on the most reasonabl e terms. Orders
promptly attended to.

(

Camaran House
Franklin street, Santa Clara.
--0-

Splendidly furnished suits of rOOTI1S for
families,
A coach will b~ at the depot on the arri:
val of all trains, to convey passengers
and their baggage to the hotel.

Hensle~

Block, Santa Clara st.,

. The best variety of

Metalic Caskets, Black Wain ut,
Rosewood and Plain Coffins
Always on hand,

Orders by telegraph prurnptly filled.

ALSO

A LIVERY STABLE

where first-class carriages and buggies
can be had on reasonable terms.

JOHN HI CAMERON, Proprietor.

Embalming done in the best possible
manner, for shipment tothe States
and elsewhere.

Reference given.

lY

. Tlie "O1/)l" .4dVf:1~ti8iJl .q Supplcrnesu:

TIlE

Fall and Winter.Goods,
FI{.OM THE

.Leading -Manufacturers of the East and
Europe

JOH1 T

~l.

Cl DY~

No. 340 Santa .Olar a Street, San Jose,
(Corner of Seoond Street.)

I-IaR just -recei ved the most complete and b(-l~t a~~()i"r('d

stock

and Domestic Cloths,- Oassimeres and Vestings,

to San J ose to d{}li~'ht the eyeR of y<Hlng g'elltl(-}rnen.
This grand' Stock consists in pal t of French Beavers

pf

Foreign

ev e r hrollg ht

and Cassimeres, Scotch and English Vestings, French Velvets and
V alen~ia Vestings, etc.
;
.

r~~~-E~bMA II rNEbi~':--OY~~
s. E. cor. Santa Clara

& )' arket 8tS. San Jose

Dry Goods,
Gents' and Childrens' Clothing,
Boots and Shoes, Hats and Caps,
etc.,

.:fl !?/'aitar irLfj

etc.,

etc.

/j.italtlilihment iii attached.

.~
; ,
~

r!

~

',n~-~~ ~:: <:~-~ ¥~ ~
~-'~*

-(
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<o-r .Adcertisin g /3'U,pplenlent.

v

Banking House,
OF

H@L~lW~ ~

LItOO

~ KlfL4,m~,

Corner of First and Santa Clnrn streets
SJ-\N ~TOSR.

Hec(~ive

;/

General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds and Legal 'renders, aJ)(1 do a General Banking Business.

})I{AW EXOI-IAN(}E (>N
DONOHOE, KELLY, &. Co., San FI·ancisco.
htUGENE KELLY~ &. Co., Ne-w York.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Llmited.) London.
BANIi: OF IRELAND, Dublin.

TELEGRAPHIC

TRA~lSFERS l\IADE

HIBERNIA SAVI·NG

AND

....

ON NEW YORl{

LOAN SOCIETY.

N. E. Cor. Moutgomery & l\ial'ket Streets, San Francisco,
~ ~~.~'"

~

()FFICEPS:

Pre:·ride'l'lt.-~1.

D. SWEENY,

.1

Vice IlJ'N'iident.-C. D. O'RULLIV AN.

THU:-;TEES:

1\1. J. O'CONNOH,
P. 1'/IcARAN,
GUST A VE TOUCHA.RD .
.JOS. A. DUNAHOE,
PE'rER DO:'TOHUE.

M. D. S\VEENY,

C. D. O'SlJLLIV AN,
.JOHN SULLIVAN,
H. J. TOBIN
T1'p'(f81.l1'm· .•

AttO?'FWY· ...

. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .EDW Al~D 3fAHTIN
.

H.1CHAI{l) TOBIN.

~~~~~
.
~~~...,---..

Remittances from the country may be sent through Wells, Fargo &; Oo's Express office, lor any
reliable Banking House, but the Society ' will riot be responsible for their safe delivery. The signatnre of the depositor should accompany the fi st deposit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to th
agent by whom the deosit is made.
...• • • • o=.
(

.Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards
'-/'V"V"V"V'V'~"V'V"~

......

,,,,-,~~
. ~-...r

Office hours, from 9 A.M. to . 3 , P.M.

WI

G ) 0 D
SAl'J"TA CL.A.RA_

S~

vi

LIOH~

281 and 285, First Street, Sam. Jose.
\

DEALEH IN

Dr}T Coods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats, Furnishing
Goods, Trunks, Valises, etc .

S~N JfJSE C~fI'81f Brf!}.8~·
No. 290, First Street,
(Next to Wells Fargo & Co/s Office.)

Carpets, Oilcloths, Matting, Window Shades Upholstery
" Goods~ etc., etc.

GEO. B.

MCK}1~E~

391 FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale aud Retail Dealer in

Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper Hangings & Artists' Materials
t

\VindowShades of every size and description made to order. "

Interior Decorations:

Brushes of all kinds:
Plates", etc., etc.

"L:=~. ~__

Looklng-glass

S..L\N JOSE

~~ ~~;-:!a~hl~
====
=

•

SlOOnrhs,
~

~W are-room, 289 Second st

~

.

• I ·

(Opposite North Methodist Church.)

~!fan ufactory, Selltel' street,

~"- --

Near Julian, "rest San Jose.

E_ PO-W-ER:J Proprietor,
Statuary, "Mant el Pieces, Tombs, Fountains, Head Stones, and all descriptien of
Marble Works. Designing, Modeling, and every style of Wood and Stone Carving
P. O. BOX, 559

,
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()'BRIE~,
V\TFIOLESALE ~lND RETAIL

CA Y ANUFACTURE,
~Ii? l{1J~~~t: 1~~~@Jt ~ ~a~JlQ)~~~

r

(1':I£.A.I{ SltN FEI~N l\NDO./·

C. ,J. Martin & CO.,
. ATe now

,

ill

receipt of a

fi118

and well selected stock of

Having bought from first hands, we guarantee to save to our customers
We 'w ~ u ld ask the College b~~~ especia.lly
to come and look at our ~ rench Cassimeres, Beavers and I ailors' Trim
mings. We know you want the best and we have got it for you.

from 10 to 15 per cel1t.

A Liberal Discount made to ' Tailors.
.C. J. lVIARTI:N & CO.,.

320 First Stfreef, San Jose.

~~~"GO

.

SPJlIOIJm? ~ ~Q)~~~ QUAL
V1 1 N V INC I B L E BAR GA INS ,,:;;;:;;;;;~;;;-;,.
F
NEVER FAIL TO SELL.
. ASH
~::;~ rhe Goods are the best manuCatured
zz:
THEY ARE BOUGHT FOR CASH,
A.ND SOLD FOR LIVING PROFITS.
~

8argains are Spring- & Go's sneclalltv

17u3 "O'wt" . ·1(lvc1,tit:5ing l3upplerneut.

\"111

San Jose, Cal.
- - - - -_

. ..

_ - - - --

YOUNG LADIES' INSTll

1U'lE.

rrH1S Institution, which is Incorporated according to the laws of the State, and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced its Twenty First Annual Session, on Monday, August
stst, 1872.

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
.
thorough Education.
1'ER JIS:
Entrance to be paid but once
$15.00
Board and Tuition, per quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62.50
\tVashing, per quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
Physicians' fees unless It may be preferred to pay
the bHl in case of sickness, per quarter. '.' . . . . . 2.50
Piano, Vocal lliusic Drawing and Painting' form extra charges; but there
rs no ex era charge for the French, Spanish or Herluan Languages, nor for Plain
Sewing and Fancy Needlework,
. Payments are required to be made half a Session in advance.
Pupils will find it much to their advantage to be present at the opening of the
Session.
H

•••

ST. .MARY'S ACADEJliIY, SANTA CLARA.
HI S Institution is conducted by the Sisters of N otre Dame, and was opened in August 1872,
to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure. for their daughters, at a trifling
expense, a sound, moral and intellectual education; such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent women.
To place the benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number, the charge will
only be $16 Per Month, payable in advance. There is also a

T

Young Ladies' Day School.
TERMS :-ElAmentary Class, per Month

$3 .00

.p rimary

.,
"
,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
n'X1"lR~4:-French and Spanish Languages per Month. . . .. . . .. .. . ..
Piano
"
"
Plain vocal Music
~. .. .
. . . . . . . . ..
Vocal Music of a higher degree

1.50
1.00
6.00
55
2 GO

J. C. KOPPEL,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Imported and Domestic

HAVANNA
Santa Clara College, Banta Clara.

(0\de\~ ee~b

u.b

~e r~~p~~b

!b

(OrFce,

~\

o.b

OUYeEe~, ~a\~~
~~:'~ ffix~\e~~
(Orr~ce, w-~ee me~tw-~~ ~\~m,~t abbet'Lb~~t'L.

CIGARS.

Virginia Chewingand Smoking
TO:BACCO-

Merchaum Pipes.
CIGARETTAS, etc. etc. etc.

